DOWN TEMPO:
After blitzing Mexico
City, indulge your
spiritual side at
Chablé Resort

TRAVEL:

FRIDA KAHLO’S LIFELONG HOME, known

ESCAPE
ART

as Museo Casa Azul for its cobalt blue
exterior, is located in the artistic district of
Coyoacán and is a celebration of the late
painter and political activist’s life and oeuvre
– and a celebration of colour even devout
monochrome enthusiasts can get behind.
Every day, throngs of Kahlo fans explore the
museum’s rooms, absorbing her brilliance,
which is echoed in the bright tiles, the vivid
self-portraits hanging on the walls and her
enviable closet. (The latter regularly inspires
the fashion world, most recently Cushnie et
Ochs and Roland Mouret for spring 18.)
With an exhibition at London’s V&A
museum celebrating her compelling and
complex life story, coinciding with a new
coffee-table book release, Frida Kahlo:
Making Her Self Up, you can’t help but
wonder what the late artist would say if
she could see the international spotlight
now shining on her and her home city.
Thanks to artists like Kahlo, Mexico’s
capital has long been a creative hub, but
World Design Capital 2018 status, a nod
from the World Design Organisation, is like
a giant gold star for the creative renewal
that’s been happening here over the past
decade. Think affordable housing by edgy
architects like Frida Escobedo, investment in
green space and tech, and burgeoning art
and food scenes. For travellers, that means
lots to see and do (and eat). There are
over 150 museums in the city – check out

Mexico City already has a thriving
creative scene, but with a nod as
this year’s World Design Capital,
a new wave of Frida Kahlo fever
and a swathe of stylish hotel openings,
it’s now top of our must‑hit list

CULTURAL CHECKLIST:
Make time to see the
Frida Kahlo museum
and do a yoga class
at Tetetlán (far right)

Museo Soumaya, which boasts an
aluminium exterior as beautiful as the
66,000 works of art inside (including an
impressive collection of Rodin statues).
There’s also the Torre Reforma (the tallest
building in Mexico City) and countless
restaurants. “There’s a special vibe in the
city,” says Emilio Cabrero, architect,
designer and general director of Design
Week Mexico and World Design Capital
Mexico City 2018. “People are visiting the
city for the gastronomy and the arts.”
As neighbourhoods evolve, there has
been a conscious effort not to bulldoze over
the past. The result is a mash-up of old and
new that feels unique. Condesa (Mexico
City’s version of SoHo) harbours Art Deco
homes transformed into cafes and bars,
while the bustling Centro Historico is lined
with Art Nouveau and neoclassical gems.
Admire the orange-and-yellow dome of the
Palacio de Bellas Artes cultural centre, and
the art collection inside, then stroll by the
16th-century Casa de los Azulejos building,
famous for its blue-and-white-tiled façade.
Other spaces have been transformed
into urban markets where gourmet tacos are
snatched up like The Row at sample sales.
(Best bet: Casa Quimera in Roma Norte.)
Inside the stables of a home designed by
famed Mexican architect Luis Barragán,
you’ll find Tetetlán (tetetlan.com), a space

SEAFOOD DIET:
Feast on traditional
fish dishes in the Four
Seasons courtyard

featuring a cafe, yoga studio and
showcase for local designers and
artists-in-residence. Finally, pop over
to Roma, a barrio that feels somewhat
like Brooklyn.
Back in Kahlo’s ’hood, discover the
markets, filled with rainbow piñatas, hot
tamales and voodoo dolls. It’s not only
tourists who love Coyoacán: Mexican
fashion designer Carla Fernández and
her husband, artist Pedro Reyes, recently
remodelled a brutalist home in the district,
incorporating artisanal stonemasonry into
the design. That passion for preserving
traditional techniques extends to her
collaborations with local weavers in her
eponymous label (carlafernandez.com).
Many other designers express “made in
Mexico” pride, combining craft techniques
with global trends. Up-and-coming fashion
designers such as Armando Takeda
(armandotakeda.com) and Alejandra
Quesada (alejandraquesada.com)
work with indigenous artisans to accent
their collections with hand-embroidered
and ikat-patterned textiles. If your suitcase
isn’t full from shopping in Coyoacán,
head to Onora (onoracasa.com) for
hand-crafted home decor and Canamiel
(@canamiel) for high-end Latin fashion
punctuated with brights. Consider
yourself (colour) converted.

STAY
Make your home base on or
near Paseo de la Reforma
(the city’s main avenue),
which is lined with luxury
hotels such as the Four
Seasons Hotel Mexico City.
Courtyard restaurant
Zanaya is a must for the
seafood dishes of Nayarit,
a region on Mexico’s Pacific
coast. The star dish is the
pescado zarandeado,
fish grilled using
a 500-year-old method. >
fourseasons.com/mexico

OPERATION
RELAXATION:
Post-massage,
snooze by the pool
at Chablé Resort

NO MEXICAN JAUNT WOULD BE COMPLETE
WITHOUT A BEACH (OR CENOTE) BREAK.
HERE ARE THREE NEW OPENINGS
WORTH EXTENDING YOUR STAY FOR
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THE SPA SPOT:

CHABLE RESORT,
YUCATÁN
Built around a 19th-century hacienda
in the Yucatán jungle 25 minutes
outside of hipster haven Merida (an
hour and 40 minutes by plane from
Mexico City), Chablé is situated on
a natural spring-fed cenote, one of the
ancient natural pools sacred to the
Mayans. Spa treatments are focused
on healing body and mind, blending
local mysticism with medically
therapeutic experiences: think chakraawakening massages, sound baths,
reiki, meditation sessions with spiritual
guides, and acupressure using plant
tinctures. Post-spa bliss, retox at the
hotel bar, which boasts the world’s
largest tequila collection. E
chableresort.com

THE ONE WHERE YOU’LL
FIND YOUR TRIBE:

HABITAS, TULUM
Intensifying Tulum fever is one
of its newest openings, this enclave of
32 safari-style shacks in the Caribbean
hotspot two hours from Mexico City
(and the original outpost from the
network-focused Habitas group, which
is also responsible for stylish hotels and
hangouts in Malibu, New York and
Los Angeles, as well as the Bahamas
and Namibia). Reclusive types need
not apply – the three-level open-air
clubhouse is where you’ll mingle
with entrepreneurs and at least one
part-time DJ. It’s the perfect place to
get advice on that start-up idea while
perched in a low-slung chair or
hammock. Though not enforced, there
are also group activities that range
from kundalini yoga to rooftop sound
healing, and a welcome ceremony
that involves sprinkling copal (a tree
resin traditionally used as an offering
to the Mayan deities) onto stones.
While rooms are tent-like – and
either nestled amid jungle palms, or
facing out onto the ocean – this is far
from glamping: hardwood floors,
air con and outdoor showers are
standard creature comforts, the rooms
nonchalantly peppered with throw
cushions, lanterns and kilim rugs
you’ll want to roll up and take
with you like bathroom minis.
habitastulum.com

THE PARTY LEG:

HOTEL AMAPA,
PUERTO VALLARTA
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GET
OUT OF
TOWN

This chic new destination is an hour-anda-half flight from Mexico City in the
Colonia Amapas neighbourhood on
Mexico’s Pacific coast. You’ll quickly
see why Los Angeleans make the area
their long-weekender: the LGBTQIfriendly locale has a liberal attitude and
buzzy promenade bars and restaurants
aplenty, plus hiking trails and running
paths primed for purging any tequilarelated sins the next day. But a spring
break-spot this is not. With only 55

rooms, Amapa is a breath of fresh
(Pacific) air from the cookie cutter
resorts that surround it, but still with
boast-worthy views of the ocean
below (if not from your room then most
definitely from the rooftop pool and
bar) and the incredible Sierra Madre
mountains. Rooms are washed in
neutrals and earthy tones, most with
a private balcony and traditional
Yucatan crocheted hammocks, or
huge windows with pink-hued
daybeds underneath. Get there
before the Insta hordes do.
designhotels.com/hotel-amapa

HIT REFRESH:
Balance big nights out
with the super-calming
vibes at Hotel Amapa
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